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Abstract The purpose of this study is to present and review the possible effect of the learning paradigm shift from traditional method to ubiquitous learning, the societal issues that need to be address in order to design a new pedagogical platform trending from e-learning to m-learning and now the u-learning. That without the proper study of how learning environment may affect the learning process of an individual will lead to poor quality of education. This new era of learning environment offer a big opportunity for “anytime, anywhere” learning. Thus, Lifelong learning is at hand of everyone. Maximizing the benefit of new trend will be a great help and addressing the limitations will lead to quality education. The components that comprise the ubiquitous learning are also discussed together with the technologies that will make it possible. The research learning domains that are in progress which shows that the interest in pervasive or lifelong learning attracted the interest of many research institutions. The types of learning mode and learning modalities are also briefly discussed in this paper.
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1. Introduction

With the emergence of increasingly robust connectivity infrastructure and cheaper computers, school systems around the world are developing the ability to provide learning opportunities to students “anytime, anywhere”. This trend requires a rethinking of the traditional 1 hour lesson. In addition to hardware and Internet access, it requires the availability of virtual mentors or teachers, and/or opportunities for peer to peer and self-paced, deeper learning.

The advances in information and communication
technology brought societal change and along with these changes the demand for more optimized learning avenue become options to many. The ubiquitous learning environment (ULE) may detect more context data than e-learning. Besides the domains of e-learning, u-learning may use more context awareness to provide most adaptive contents for learners [1].

This paper is a review of the possible implication of the shift in educational paradigm and what are the things to consider in making learning module. Also in this paper the pedagogical change was discussed, the research learning domains and the trend of ubiquitous learning and what we are the expected growth of the Paradigm Shift. The technological component of the ubiquitous learning and modalities was introduced. The concept of lifelong learning is pervasive. And along with this quest is the guidance to make it right and according to the standards. The limitations of mobile devices and some considerations were discussed.

### 2. Background

Learning, of course, take place in the classroom, but most of it doesn’t. Today’s learners are not just students; learning has suddenly become everybody’s business. In fact, learning “how to learn” may now be your most critical survival skill—Jensen, E. Super teaching. 1995.

Joung-Souk Sung, in her paper “U-Learning Model Design Based on Ubiquitous Environment” stated that the establishment of Ubiquitous learning (U-learning) based synchronous, asynchronous and hybrid mode. This paper proposed the implementation of learning between student and teacher of service provider in u-space, which is not limited to traditional e-learning system.

Saadiah Yahya, Erny Arniza Ahmad and Kamarularifin Abd Jalil, wrote an article “The definition and characteristics of ubiquitous learning: A discussion” The advancement of computing and communication technologies have promoted the learning paradigms from conventional learning to e-learning, from e-learning to m-learning and now it is evolving to u-learning. U-learning aims at accommodating learners in their learning style by providing adequate information at anytime and anywhere as they wish for it. To promote a more effective application of u-learning, we have provided definitions and characteristics of u-learning [8].

### 3. Societal Issues

There are a number of advantages of e-learning. First, we are using state-of-the-art technology and instructional strategies; or at least we should be. Cultures can be shared through e-learning, if participants wish to share cultures. Disabilities can be accommodated, with or without the knowledge of other participants. Gender may not be an issue, because in many situations, gender is unknown—or it can be. Because of global access, the classroom may be the world. So many more advantages, so little time to discuss them all, but we should. E-learning gives us the opportunity to use state-of-the-art instructional strategies. It can also be an “equalizer,” whether we are talking about cultures, gender, geography, etc. [4]

Though cited that e-learning, m-learning and now ubiquitous learning has many advantages from social, technical to personal point of view, there are still disadvantages out of the whole thing. Just as a glass may be half full, it may also be half empty. This means if there are advantages, there are also disadvantages. Some of the disadvantages are: Class members with disabilities maybe will have difficulties for a number of reasons. Some maybe technologically challenged and are hesitant to participate at all. Some would encourage banter. Also some would have difficulty in language communication since other used their native language. [4]

To address such issues, ideas come up that to cope with such limitations; some institutions had to offer different u-learning strategies with those who have disabilities and technology challenge individuals. Nevertheless, the shift in learning paradigm is unstoppable; it goes with the technological advances. Location based learning is something we are looking forward to. The trend is going beyond the limit and learning is just around that is the concept of Location based service ubiquitous learning.
3.1 Pedagogical Change

Integration of information and communication technologies into everyday practice, including teaching and learning in countries across the world have different stages.

The comparison is clearly presented that pedagogical change is a challenge in part of educators as well as on the student. The change in perspective of learning has changed and the opportunities become wider. Almost lifelong as what they have said. Educators are aware of this but face the enormous task of making it happen. Such a shift does not happen overnight. It requires time, conscious effort, commitment, and persistence on the part of the teachers and the administration.

The shift of educational paradigm from traditional learning to u-learning had brought many questions and considerations among teacher educators and institutions. Since this new idea is being adopted, questions arising from different point of views. There must be standards that will govern in proper practice of u-learning to make sure that learning process really effective. The need for pedagogy suitable for u-learning was being asked, there must be proper approach to optimize u-learning. With the rapid advancement in information and communication technologies everyone has easier access to learning resources. Different modalities are being used in asynchronous or synchronous learning.

The following questions are to be considered.
1. What are the impacts of u-learning to the developing countries?
2. How can we optimize the influence of information and communication media on learning?
3. Can we differentiate the unique influences of media on learning from the influences of instructional method?
4. Do we need new pedagogical for e-learning for effective learning?
5. What is the source of the demand for a fundamental change from traditional instruction and learning methodologies to digital-based education such as e-learning, m-learning and u-learning?

Traditional Learning vs. Lifelong Learning Model.

3.2 Types of Learning Mode

3.2.1 Asynchronous

Asynchronous e-learning, commonly facilitated by media such as e-mail and discussion boards, supports work relations among learners and with teachers, even when participants cannot be online at the same time. It is thus a key component of flexible e-learning. In fact, many people take online courses because of their asynchronous nature, combining education with work, family, and other commitments. Asynchronous e-learning makes it possible for learners to log on to an e-learning environment at any time and download documents or send messages to teachers or peers. Students may spend more time refining their contributions, which are generally considered more thoughtful compared to synchronous communication.

3.2.2 Synchronous

Synchronous e-learning, commonly supported by media such as video conferencing and chat, has the potential to support e-learners in the development of learning communities. Learners and teachers experience synchronous e-learning as more social and avoid frustration by asking and answering questions in real time. Synchronous
session’s help e-learners feel like participants rather than isolates.

Synchronous communication makes it possible to monitor the receiver’s reaction to a message, making the receiver feel more committed and motivated to read it. Thus, synchronous e-learning increases arousal and motivation. When communicating synchronously, however, the receiver has more time to comprehend the message, since the sender does not expect an immediate answer[16].

4. Learning Module Development Guidelines

There should have guidelines in the implementation and learning module making for u-learning to ensure that it can give quality learning and development in social, technical to personal growth of the person.

Learning module will have to consider the following.

4.1 Learner Engagement

Learning module should gain and hold the attention of the learner to the most important parts of the topic. Learner will feel it interesting if there is participation on their part. Interactive learning module is something helpful in learner’s engagement in learning venture.

4.2 Learner Motivation

Learners motivation to In an e-learning context learners are potentially; working in isolation, not necessarily under direct supervision, and learning in an environment where there are distractions (such as learning in the work place). Without learners choosing to learn or being self-directed, the learning is unlikely to be completed, or if it is it will have been a negative experience.

4.3 Contextualized Content

Contextualized content should be comprehensible. Learning materials need to be based around meaningful goals and job tasks which are expressed in practical language. The learner should not be straining to see the relevance of the materials to what they do or might be doing. Contextualized content is directly relevant to the learner and is practically situated – the application environment for the materials should be obvious at all times.

4.4 Meaningful Interaction

Meaningful interaction means the learning module is presenting questions which allow the learner to give an answer or choices. With navigation one is merely controlling the flow of information, instructional interaction is directly connected to the content and involves the user in thinking, making choices and reflecting on the consequences and feedback from those choices.

4.5 Supports for Retention and Transfer

Learning module should have support for retention and transfer. How to do this? It should have close association is made with prior learning. Focusing on the elaboration of job goals or problems, rather than an elaboration simply based on the structure of the content.

5. Research Learning Domains

Figure 2 shows the learning domains selected for the mobile and ubiquitous learning studies conducted in the first and the second 5 years.

Figures 3 present the major contributing countries of mobile and ubiquitous articles in the first and the second 5 years of 2001 to 2010.

[Fig. 1] Number of mobile and ubiquitous learning articles published from 2001-2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Elementary school students</th>
<th>High school students</th>
<th>Further education</th>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Working adults</th>
<th>Non-specific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001-05</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-10</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of articles</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Fig. 2] Sample groups selected for mobile and ubiquitous learning studies from 2001 to 2010
The term will still most likely be utilized to reference out-of-classroom and in-classroom educational experiences via technology, even as advances continue in regard to devices and curriculum. It uses standard tablet/laptop PC with wireless and landline network cards.

6.2 M–Learning

An m-learning environment can extend the availability of the e-learning environment. The m-learning objectives may be just those of the e-learning environment, and may only support a sub-set of the e-learning objectives. Of course, mobile devices have technical capabilities which are additional to and distinct from those of desktop devices, and these should be exploited, where appropriate, to attain further educational goals. Uses pocket PC/phone/PDA with radio local network connectivity and/or GPRS access [12].

6.3 U–Learning

The term “ubiquitous learning environment” is from the term “ubiquitous computing”, used to describe the moving of general computing off desktops and into many devices, to make computing available in all facets of everyday life. Handheld computers with Internet access, provide an opportunity for developers to explore and implement u-learning environments. The addition of the mobile component can extend the availability of the desktop environment, and exploit specifically mobile technologies for identifiable educational aims [12].

6.4 Location Based Service Ubiquitous Learning

Location Base service ubiquitous learning is “anytime, anywhere” learning service. People in the park, museum, in the house or in any public area that learning is needed like for example in finding a certain store you can use your mobile phone to locate the exact location by answering series of questions and with the help of the positioning system.

7. Progress of The Development of Learning Paradigm
Educational Paradigm Shift from E-Learning to Mobile Learning Toward Ubiquitous Learning

Figure 5 shows the progress of the trend in Learning. Currently, researches are focused on Location Based-Service Ubiquitous learning which is in progress. Context-awareness is the main component of these LBS with the aid of positioning system, sensor devices, wireless technology, and mobile devices. The path is clearly toward something that can revolutionized learning.

Ubiquitous learning System is:
1. Context-aware – learning environment information can be known.
2. Personalization- learning resources might need can be provided according to learner’s profiles and learning status.
3. Seamless- learning will not be stopped even though they move to another place
4. Calm- learning materials can be delivered automatically.

8. Ubiquitous Learning Components

U-learning suites this life style by providing learning at any time and place. Increased access to learning environments is, of itself, a worthwhile educational goal. The following ubiquitous learning components have its own part in making learning “anytime, anywhere”. The context-awareness, Global positioning System, Sensor, Wireless Technology, Mobile Technology are the main components and discussed in succeeding pages.

8.1 Context Awareness

Context awareness is defined complementary to location awareness. Whereas location may serve as a determinant for resident processes, context may be applied more flexibly with mobile computing with any moving entities, especially with bearers of smart communicators. Context awareness originated as a term from ubiquitous computing or as so-called pervasive computing which sought to deal with linking changes in the environment with computer systems, which are otherwise static. [11].

8.2 Global positioning System

GPS is a space-based global navigation satellite system (GNSS) that provides location and time information in all weather and at all times and anywhere on or near the Earth when and where there is an unobstructed line of sight to four or more GPS satellites. It is maintained by the United States government and is freely accessible by anyone with a GPS receiver.

8.3 Sensor

Sensors will be able to detect any changes in surroundings. Placed on adjacent to the object that will be used to recognized the presence of the learner; detect movement, light and etc. to relay context information. It is clearly identified through the above discussion that u-learning is not equal to “learning with u-computing technology”, which emphasizes not only the usage of wireless communications, but also the sensor technology (Hwang et al., 2007).
8.4 Wireless Technology

Wireless technologies are also expanding their range of functions. Wireless communications are particularly useful for supplying data services to remote communities (and some urban areas) that do not have access to high-speed fixed-line connections. The use of wireless technologies to support networks has been hampered by differences in standards, which have hindered interoperability across networks by different devices.

8.5 Mobile Technology

Mobile technology is rapidly evolving to support data applications. Mobile phones can be used to send and receive short message services (SMS), take and send pictures, send and receive data files (music, text files, video), and browse the Internet.

9. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we weigh the current educational paradigm shift by presenting the previous learning method until this present paradigm. The pros and cons of the changes and the possible societal issues that need to be considered for quality learning where presented. Though ubiquitous learning has some limitations, it brought convenience to distance learning and in general point of view, it could be a great help in various areas of learning. The key for the success of this new trend is to have a learning paradigm that could address such limitations and maximize the benefit of ubiquitous learning environment that is “anytime, anywhere”. Our future works is to establish a complex learning architecture and learning module.
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